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Captured in Celluloid, My Life in a Box. by Bruce Macauley

An incisive and detail-oriented group of photographers braved our
mid-winter rains, giving us a night of strong and decisive critique
as Marie took us through photographs of our favourite things.
Having the maker remain anonymous allowed some surprising
and challenging images as we were not bound by consistency with
our own photographic archives – although, in one notable first,
one of those archives itself became the basis for an image.
We were also lucky to be able to enjoy Allan’s ‘Oﬃce Shadows’
prints, a series of intriguing and engaging subjects found in an
environment many of us would have once overlooked. It served as
a powerful lesson in both having a fresh perspective and then
following it, over the course of years if necessary, to explore the
subject and the ideas it raises.

Upcoming Meetings
February 6 – Seal
Michael Anderson
Maker and Title Announced
February 20 – No Seal
Bruce Macaulay
Maker Anonymous, Title Announced
…see accompanying article
March 6 – Seal
David Kennedy
Maker Anonymous, Title Announced

At the Toronto Focal Forum we share a passion for the printed photograph: it’s our chosen means of creative expression,
so we strive for artistic and technical excellence. Our candid print reviews are times for diverse work and diﬀerent ideas,
creating an invigorating, ongoing conversation about our experiences in art and in life. These evenings are times of inspiration,
honing our craft of clear vision and communication, enriching our photographic pursuits. This is the measure of our success.
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Prints Shown
23 January
Bruce Macaulay
Captured on Celluloid,
My Life in a Box [G]
Marie Algieri-Goldgrub
The Decisive Moment [G]
Marvin Cooper
She Spotted Me [S]
Allan Flagel
Stairway [S]
Craig Lauder
Pipes [G]

Sunrise Over Lake Simcoe, by David Kennedy

Michael Anderson
Flamenco [S]
Mort Shapiro
Strength []

Presentation Matters
a quick note from your Print Director
Let’s face it: we don’t always have the best handwriting. And when our
moderators need to read the titles of our images, they’re trying to see in low light.

Steve Rees
Gothic []
Vince Sheridan
Hosta []
Sue Curtis
Rectangles of Texture [S]
David Kennedy
Sunrise Over Lake Simcoe []
Fred Leibl
Exposed and Naked,
Baring Their Souls []
Nick Janushewski
Untitled [S]
Leif Petersen
Vagan Cathedral [S]
David Chun
Winter Storm [S]

When you identify your print with its name and yours, please use the same care
and attention that you give to the side of the
print that faces into the room. Write clearly
and boldly, using a strong black pen or fine
marker on white paper as a minimum. Or
better yet, use computer-printed title cards,
either on regular oﬃce paper or on sheets cut
for small inkjet photos. This ensures the best
legibility for only a minor increase in eﬀort.
Our moderators volunteer their evening to
perform a challenging job, and they deserve
every consideration we can give them. Making
your information easy to read helps them, and
it helps you, too. Why lose the precious first
impression of your image to confusion and
uncertainty over something that should be as
simple as knowing its title?
Like the wise old government form once said:
Please Type or Print Clearly.

Matthew will be our moderator on March 20. He has terrible handwriting.
The colonel sat back when he was finished and was extremely pleased with himself
for the prompt action he had just taken to meet this sinister crisis.
– Joseph Heller

Hosta, by Vince Sheridan
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Lightbox Photographs
from 23 January 2019

Exposed and naked, baring their souls
Huddled together with the cold
These hardwoods endure
Come spring, their leaves unfold

A selection of images from our 10th
meeting of the season.

Clockwise from top: Leif Petersen, Vagan Cathedral. Fred Leibl, Exposed and Naked… Michael Anderson, Flamenco. Steve Rees, Gothic.

The first question I ask myself when something doesn't seem to be beautiful is why do I think it's not beautiful.
And very shortly you discover that there is no reason.
– John Cage
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For February 20: Invoking Passion
by Bruce Macaulay
An ambitious theme for February 20th: bring a photograph, or multiple images printed together on a page
as one single presentation, that invokes a thought, feeling – or even passion – about a situation or moment
that’s defined in the photo and understood by the viewer.
A photograph can fall into many categories. Landscape, portrait, abstract, environmental to name just a few.
A great many images in these and other categories are often defined by their colours, shapes and forms and
they are intended to draw the viewer in based on these characteristics.
Though I appreciate and enjoy using colours, shapes and forms to make photos, that approach – for a lack
of a better description – can lean towards emotionally detached images. My passion is using my work to
relay a message, whether it be a human interest or environmental statement. In other words telling a story
that I feel needs telling, whether through a single shot or a series of images.
Most of my professional career has been, for the most part, attempting to tell the message in a single shot.
Sometimes multiply images are required to clearly get the message across but the real challenge and
adrenaline rush comes when a single shot will deliver the statement with impact. Or as the phrase goes
“when the image is worth a thousand words”. So on February 20th bring an image with something to say.
Don’t overlook the value that longer titles can have. This may be needed in order to aid with the message
that the maker’s image is trying to relate. As an example, for my set of images above I might consider titling
it something along the lines of “With a cool breeze at their backs the Caribbean beckoned”. But please
notice that this set of three images is presented as one single photograph that can be shown in the lightbox
as usual. Our rule of only one new print per maker still applies, even as multi-image prints.
Bruce will be our moderator for the meeting on February 20.
Have an image with a title that reads like a caption? This is your chance!
Remember: Snapshots is your Toronto Focal Forum newsletter.
Have something you want to share? Send it in! tﬀsnapshots@gmail.com
The air is so clean you can smell the diﬀerence between smooth rock and jagged.
You can smell water running over shale.
– Tanya Tagaq

